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‘FROM MOLECULE TO MEDICINE’

Roche Drug Development Video

BIOLOGIC VS CHEMICAL DRUGS
BIOLOGIC DRUGS

CHEMICAL DRUGS

(Avonex, Betaseron, Extavia, Lemtrada, Ocrevus, Plegridy, Rebif, Tysabri, Zinbryta)

(Aubagio, Copaxone, Gilenya, Glatect, Mavenclad, Tecfidera)

Manufactured using biological or “living” source and often employing
recombinant DNA technology

Manufactured by combining specific organic and/or inorganic
ingredients in an ordered process

Recombinant proteins (i.e. hormones, growth factors, enzymes),
antibodies, interferons, vaccines, blood products, gene therapies,
tissues, stem cells, allergenics

Tablets, capsules, suspensions, solutions, certain injectable products,
patches

Large, complex molecules, difficult to characterize using current
analytics due to size and variable numbers of components within them

Small-molecule drugs, easier to characterize using current analytics
(more uniform and pure)

Costly production process that tends to yield small quantities and
requires many testing steps (>25)

Well-defined, cheaper production process that allows for large
quantities and requires fewer testing steps (~50)

Very sensitive to changes in manufacturing processes, physical
conditions (i.e. heat, shear forces), contamination

Less sensitive to changes in manufacturing processes, physical
conditions, and microbial contamination

More likely to induce immune reaction (immune system may consider
large molecules to be foreign substances)

Less likely to induce immune reaction due to small size

Often cannot administer orally as they would be destroyed by factors
within the stomach (acid, enzymes)

Less susceptible to factors within the stomach so oral administration is
an option

Comprise ~10% of drugs on the market today

Comprise ~90% of drugs on the market today
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BIOLOGIC VS CHEMICAL DRUGS
• Biologics are difficult to characterize so their manufacturing process must remain
essentially unchanged over time to ensure consistency, quality, and purity
• The living systems used to produce biologics can be sensitive to even minor
changes in the manufacturing process
• The slightest change in manufacturing can impact the nature of the finished biologic and
ultimately, its function in the body

• Changes in processes are less of a concern for chemical drugs as the final product
can be extensively analyzed for purity, concentration, and batch-to-batch
consistency

Ref 5-8

BIOSIMILARS
• A biosimilar “behaves in a similar way” to a reference biologic drug
• Previously known as “subsequent entry biologics” in Canada

• Generally made by different manufacturers once the patent for the reference
biologic expires
• Approved based on a thorough comparison to the reference drug which must include
clinical data showing that the biosimilar has the same mechanism, efficacy, safety,
potency, and purity as the reference drug
• There must be “no clinically meaningful differences” between the biosimilar and the
reference drug
• This includes no difference in immunogenicity
• Minor differences in clinically inactive components are allowed

Ref 9-11

BIOSIMILARS VS GENERICS
• Biosimilars are sometimes mistakenly called “generic” versions of biologics
• Generic products have an identical chemical makeup to their brand name
counterparts
• Since biologic drugs are uniquely derived from living systems which are prone to
natural variability from cell to cell, and taking into account the complexity of
biologic development, biosimilars cannot be identical to their reference biologics
• They can be shown to be similar, but cannot be exact copies of each other
• Because of this, they cannot accurately be shown to be pharmaceutically or
therapeutically equivalent, and thus are not interchangeable with one another

Ref 9-11

MAKING HEADLINES:
OCREVUS® (OCRELIZUMAB)
• On February 15, Hoffman-La Roche announced Health Canada’s approval of
ocrelizumab (Ocrevus®), the first disease-modifying therapy to be approved in
Canada for primary progressive MS

• Also approved for relapsing forms of MS
• Ocrelizumab binds to a molecule (CD20) on the surface of B cells, inducing their lysis
and causing a depletion of them from the circulation

• By selectively targeting CD20 B cells, it may preserve B cell reconstitution (by not affecting
stem cells) and long-term immune memory (by not affecting plasma cells)

• ORATORIO trial studied 732 participants with PPMS

• Treatment with ocrelizumab significantly reduced the proportion of individuals
that experienced disability progression at 12 weeks compared to placebo (32.9%
vs 39.3% respectively, as measured by the Expanded Disability Status Scale (EDSS))
• Reduction was sustained at 24 weeks (29.6% vs 35.7%, respectively)
Ref 12-16

MAKING HEADLINES:
OCREVUS® (OCRELIZUMAB)
• At 120 weeks, 38.9% of individuals on ocrelizumab vs 55.1% on placebo had declined on the
time required to walk 25 feet
• Ocrelizumab also significantly decreased the volume of brain lesions on MRI by 3.4%
(increased 7.4% in placebo group), and significantly reduced the percentage of volume loss
in the brain (0.90% vs 1.09% with placebo)
• The most common adverse events associated with ocrelizumab were mild-moderate
infusion-related reactions (39.9% vs 25.5% with placebo)
• No clinically significant differences in rates of serious adverse events/infections
• There were 2 malignancies in the placebo group, and 11 in the ocrelizumab group

• 4/11 in the ocrelizumab group were breast cancers; further safety analyses are ongoing

• The Canadian Drug Expert Committee had a meeting on March 21, 2018

• The Committee recommends that ocrelizumab be reimbursed for the management of adult
patients with early PPMS, pending certain criteria and conditions are met
Ref 12-16

FUTURE PROSPECTS FROM
/GENENTECH
• More data on ocrelizumab to come
• Efficacy for improving upper body function/cognition
• Use of ocrelizumab in patients between 55-65 years of age and patients with EDSS score
between 6.5-8.0
• Long-term efficacy/safety results
• Potential of ocrelizumab in other neurological diseases

• Studies on neuroregeneration
• ‘Brain shuttle’ to improve drug delivery to the brain  Roche Brain Shuttle Video
• “FLOODLIGHT” app  uses smartphone sensors to monitor MS patients and
employs active and passive measures

Ref 17

MAKING AN EXIT:
ZINBRYTA® (DACLIZUMAB)
• Antibody that targeted CD25, a subunit of the interleukin-2 receptor on T cells
(prevented activation and caused a net reduction in T cell responses)
• Voluntarily withdrawn by Biogen and Abbvie in March 2018 due to increasing safety
concerns
• Severe liver damage
• Reports of encephalitis (inflammation of the brain) in patients in Europe

• Over 8,000 patients had been treated with Zinbryta® worldwide
• Patients stopping treatment are to be monitored with regular blood tests (at least
monthly) and more frequently as indicated up to 6 months after their last dose
• Patients who were doing well on the drug would still have to stop treatment and
potentially start an alternate agent, upon discussion with their doctor
Ref 18, 19

HEALTH CANADA
ADVERSE REACTION REPORTING
• Patients, caregivers, health care providers, and the general public can voluntarily
report adverse reactions to medications (prescription/non-prescription), biologics,
natural health products, etc. to the Canada Vigilance Program
• Reports can be done online, by phone, or submitting a form via fax or mail
• Health Canada wants to know about all suspected adverse reactions, but especially if
they are unexpected (regardless of severity), serious, or related to a product that has
been on the market for less than 5 years

• It is mandatory for manufacturers and distributors to have a system for monitoring
side effects, submit adverse reaction reports to Health Canada, and notify Health
Canada about studies with new safety information
• There is also an online searchable database that
contains information about reported adverse reactions
Ref 20-23

FUTURE PROSPECTS FROM
• New and improved version of Tecfidera® (dimethyl fumarate)
• “ALKS 8700” is a monomethyl fumarate (MMF) prodrug

• Designed to provide an improved side effect profile, namely ↆ gastrointestinal (GI) side effects
• Tecfidera®: diarrhea (13.9%), nausea (12.1%), abdominal pain (9.5%), vomiting (8.5%)
• Safety data from the first month of EVOLVE-MS-1 are promising – ALKS 8700 had low rates of
adverse GI events leading to discontinuation (0.5%); incidence of diarrhea also reduced – 6.6%

• For relapsing forms of MS; currently in phase 3 trials

• A re-myelinating antibody

• Opicinumab is an antibody against LINGO-1, a CNS-specific protein that suppresses
myelination and axonal regeneration by preventing the development of young cells into
oligodendrocytes
• By blocking LINGO-1, opicinumab can potentially promote re-myelination, restoration of
nerve communication, and ultimately the prevention or reversal of disability

• For relapsing forms of MS; currently in phase 2 trials

Ref 24-29

MAVENCLAD ® (CLADRIBINE)
• Indicated as monotherapy for adults with RRMS, in patients who have had an
inadequate response to, or are unable to tolerate, 1 or more therapies for MS
• Interferes with normal production of DNA in B cells, leading to cell death
• Activated only by lymphocytes so very little non-target cell damage

• Rejected for FDA approval in the 90s on the grounds that more data was needed
• Rejected by EMA in 2010 due to concerns of cancer cases arising in CLARITY trial
• Studied in 5 clinical trials – significantly reduced disability progression, annualized
relapse rates, and brain atrophy
• Meta-analysis showed risk of cancer is not increased vs that seen with other DMTs
• Cannot rule out risk entirely – need long-term follow-up

• Most common adverse effect = lymphopenia = more prone to infections, i.e. shingles
Ref 30-34

MAVENCLAD ® (CLADRIBINE)
• Recommended dose is 3.5mg/kg body weight over 2
years, administered as 1 treatment course of 1.75mg/kg
per year (2 courses total)
• Treatment beyond 2 years has not been established
• Continuing treatment for a 3rd or 4th year offers no
additional benefit

• Long-term inhibition of lymphocytes with effect
persisting months after drug is cleared from the body
•
•
•
•

Resistance to degradation
Effects on resting and proliferating cells
Effects on memory B cells
Cells unable to repair damage done

Ref 30-34
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ATYPICAL THERAPIES MINOCYCLINE
• Antibiotic most commonly used for moderate to severe acne and rosacea
• Antibacterial effects: binds to a specific genetic machine (ribosome) within bacteria
and prevents protein synthesis, thereby killing the bacteria
• Also has anti-inflammatory effects: not fully understood in MS but believed to
suppress the activity of pro-inflammatory cells/molecules, and prevent the migration
of disease-causing T cells into the CNS by interfering with certain compounds that
disrupt the blood-brain barrier
• Also thought to have neuroprotective benefits in MS including
inhibiting the death of myelin-producing cells, reducing damage
to nerve fibers through antioxidant activity, and protecting against
excitotoxicity (overstimulation of nerve fibers)
Ref 35-39

ATYPICAL THERAPIES MINOCYCLINE
• When given to mice with both mild and severe forms of MS-like disease, symptom
severity was significantly reduced and symptom onset was delayed
• 2008 Dr. Metz clinical trial:
• 142 participants at 12 Canadian MS clinics
• Minocycline 100mg twice daily vs placebo
• Studied reduction in proportion of participants with CIS who converted to MS at 6 mos.

• 61% of placebo-treated participants converted to MS at 6 mos. vs 33.4% of
minocycline-treated participants (27.6% reduction, significant)
• Maintained at 12 mos. but not enough participants for conclusive results at 24 mos.

Ref 35-39

ATYPICAL THERAPIES MINOCYCLINE
• Most common side effects: diarrhea, dizziness, ataxia (latter = gait abnormalities,
difficulty walking, poor balance/coordination, changes in fine motor skills)
• Less common side effects: bluish-grey discoloration of skin, nails, teeth, tissue
(“black thyroid”) – more so with long-term use
• Linked to cases of lupus and auto-immune hepatitis – recovery is possible if minocycline
is stopped

• Resistance likely not significant but still possible – may affect susceptibility to other
drugs in the class
• Can also pass on resistance to other bacteria besides acne-causing bacteria

• Costs ~20 cents per 100mg capsule

Ref 35-39

MEDICAL CANNABIS
• Two (most common) cannabis varieties – sativa and indica

• Many different strains with different concentrations of two active chemicals known as
cannabinoids – THC (tetrahydrocannabinol-commonly known to cause the “high” effects) and
CBD (cannabidiol-minimizes the “high” from THC)

• Evidence base for cannabis is weak – objective measures often fail to demonstrate a benefit,
but patient self-report or subjective measures suggest a benefit
• Cannabis “probably” has a benefit i.e. for spasticity and pain associated with MS

• Difficult to conduct good quality studies – many strains of cannabis, many ways to use it,
very patient-specific effects

• Difficult to disguise cannabis i.e. in placebo-controlled trial, because smell, taste, and side
effects are challenging to mask

• Typical use is ~1 gram/day with varying percentages of THC and CBD recommended
• “Start low, go slow”

• Cost? ~$5-$15/gram (average user spends ~$30-$150/week)
Ref 40-44

MEDICAL CANNABIS
• Available as edible products or oils, sublingual tinctures, or it may be vaporized or
dried for smoking/inhalation (among other formulations/methods)

• Edible products = delayed onset, long-lasting, more discreet use
• Inhalation = quick onset of effect, shorter-acting, may cause bronchial irritation/cough
• Sativex® is an oral spray approved for spasticity and neuropathic pain associated with MS
and cancer – usual dose is 4-8 sprays per day
• Cesamet® is synthetic THC indicated for nausea/vomiting associated with chemotherapy
– 1-2mg 2-3 times per day

• Range of adverse effects associated with cannabis that depend on the product
(%THC vs %CBD, amount used, method of use, etc.) and the user (cannabis-aware vs
naïve, sensitivity, tolerance, other medications/medical conditions)
• Dizziness, drowsiness, headache are most common, plus cognitive impairment
• Reported that 1 in every 11 users (9%) become dependent

Ref 40-44

PATIENT ADVOCACY
• Keep an organized, updated record of your medical history

• Current medications, past medications (include dates when meds were changed, reason
why they were stopped), detailed allergies, blood test results, imaging, surgeries,
hospital admissions with notes about the admission, health/drug insurance information,
drug support enrolment information, names/numbers of other professionals involved in
your care (i.e. physiotherapist, occupational therapist, social worker, psychologist)
• Make brief notes after all your appointments – what was talked about, changes made,
plans for next visit, etc.

• Monitor your symptoms/progression

• You know your body better than your
doctor does
• Online sheets, “Floodlight” (at right)
• Keep track and tell your doctor
Symptom trackers: https://www.msonetoone.com/ms-symptom-tracker
https://www.msonetoone.com/doctor-discussion-guide
Ref 45

PATIENT ADVOCACY
• Be informed and use reputable sources

• Do a little research of your own
• MS Society, National MS Society, MS Trust, Medscape, Mayo Clinic, NHS, MS News
Today, etc., even Wikipedia or drug company websites

• Write your questions down

• Limited appointment time with doctor/neurologist but
there should be a balance between their checklist and yours
• No question is a stupid question

• Speak up

• Don’t be afraid to state what is bothering you, and don’t ever think that you are a bother
to your doctor
• Speaking up and stating your concerns helps you be your own advocate

ROLE OF THE PHARMACIST
IN MS MANAGEMENT
• Assist with choosing an appropriate disease-modifying therapy based on a patient’s
diagnosis, symptoms, goals for the therapy, other medical conditions and
medications, side effect tolerance, and ability to take/use the medication
• Advise on side effect management including finding alternate therapies, modifying
the dose/schedule of a therapy, suggesting non-drug measures, or adding on
another medication to counteract the side effect
• Determine appropriate medications for symptom management including treatments
for pain, spasticity, depression, anxiety, insomnia, etc.
• Monitor patients for progress on their therapy and changes in their condition
• Assess for drug interactions and advise on their management
• Help coordinate drug coverage or enrolment in drug support programs
• Be an advocate for patients and support them to advocate for themselves

PATIENT CASE
Ms. G is a 27-year-old female who presented to her
neurologist appointment for evaluation of her neurological
symptoms. For the past 3 years, she has noticed a persistent
stumbling gait and tendency to fall, along with periodic
changes in her visual acuity and feeling exhausted much
earlier in the day than usual. Over Christmas, she realized
she was having a hard time holding objects in her hands and
she developed bilateral tingling in her feet over the past 2
months. Upon further work-up and investigation, the
neurologist diagnosed her with MS.

THE RIGHT IDEA

Reproduced with permission from Oxford PharmaGenesis from Giovannoni G et al. International consensus recommendations on diagnosis, management and access to treatment in MS.
ECTRIMS, 7–10 October 2015, Barcelona, Spain. ©2015 Oxford PharmaGenesis Ltd. Available at: www.msbrainhealth.org/ECTRIMSposter
Reproduced with permission from Oxford PharmaGenesis from Giovannoni G et al. Brain
health: time matters in multiple sclerosis, ©2015 Oxford PharmaGenesis Ltd. Available at:
www.msbrainhealth.org

www.msbrainhealth.org

TO TREAT, OR NOT TO TREAT
Treat early?
What do we treat with first?
What if our first treatment choice does not achieve agreed upon goals?
What is ‘treatment optimization’?
At what point should treatment be stopped, if ever?
What else can or should be done for patients?
Ref 46-49
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For taking the time out of your day to listen to my presentation
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